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With a grin, Putin warns Ukraine: the war
can get more serious
SAMARKAND, Uzbekistan, (Reuters) - President Vladimir Putin on Friday brushed off a lightning Ukrainian
counter-offensive with a smile but warned that Russia
would respond more forcefully if its troops were put under
further pressure.
Speaking after a summit of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation in the Uzbek city of Samarkand, Putin cast the
invasion as a necessary step to prevent what he said was a
Western plot to break Russia apart.
Moscow, he said, was in no hurry in Ukraine. And its goals
remained unchanged.
“The Kiev authorities announced that they have launched
and are conducting an active counter-offensive operation.
Well, let’s see how it develops, how it ends up,” Putin said
with a grin.
It was his first public comment on a rout of his forces in
northeastern Ukraine’s Kharkiv region a week ago that has
prompted unusually strong public criticism from Russian
military commentators.
Russia hit Ukrainian infrastructure in response - including
a reservoir dam and electricity supplies - and Putin said
those attacks could get worse.
“Recently, the Russian armed forces have inflicted a couple
of sensitive blows. Let’s assume they’re a warning. If the
situation continues to develop like this, then the response
will be more serious,” he said.
Putin also said Russia was gradually taking control of new
areas of Ukraine.
Asked if what he calls the “special military operation”
needed correction, he said: “The plan is not subject to
adjustment.”
“The General Staff considers one thing important, another
thing secondary - but the main task remains unchanged,
and it is being implemented,” Putin said. “The main goal is
the liberation of the entire territory of Donbas.”
The Donbas comprises two largely Russian-speaking
provinces of eastern Ukraine - Luhansk, which is now fully
under the control of Russian and Russian-backed separatist
forces, and Donetsk, which they partially control.
However, Russia now occupies around a fifth of Ukraine
in all, including much of the southerly Zaporizhzhia and
Kherson provinces, in addition to Crimea, which it seized
in 2014 and considers part of Russia.

China's Xi urges Russia and other countries
to work at preventing 'colour revolutions'
BEIJING, Sept 16 (Reuters) - Chinese President
Xi Jinping on Friday called on Russia and other
members of a regional grouping to support each
other in preventing foreign powers from instigating "colour revolutions" - popular uprisings
that have shaken former Communist nations - in
their countries.
Speaking in Uzbekistan at a summit of the
Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO),
a security grouping led by China and Russia,
Xi said member countries should support the
efforts each other have made to safeguard their
own security and development interests.

He invited member countries to sign up to
China's Global Security Initiative, a concept he
proposed in April which includes the idea that
no country should strengthen its own security
at the expense of others.
China will provide 1.5 billion yuan ($214
million) worth of grain and other emergency
aid to developing countries, Xi said, adding
that the Chinese economy is resilient and "full
of potential".
China's economy narrowly escaped a contraction in the April-to-June quarter, hobbled by
COVID-19 lockdowns of cities, a deepening
downturn in the property market and persistently soft consumer spending.

Xi did not mention Ukraine, which Russia
invaded in February in what Russian President
Vladimir calls a "special military operation"
to protect Russian speakers from "genocide"
by Ukraine's government, a claim rejected by
Ukraine.
He also said that China will train 2,000 law
enforcement personnel from member countries
over the next five years and set up a training
base focusing on anti-terrorism work.
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U.S. Justice Dept to face off against Trump legal
team over seized records
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla., (Reuters) - Former President Donald
Trump’s legal team will square off against the U.S. Justice Department
in federal court on Thursday, in a bid to convince a judge to appoint
a special master to review the materials the FBI seized from Trump’s
Florida estate.
The hearing comes less than two days after prosecutors laid out fresh
details about their ongoing criminal investigation into whether Trump
illegally retained government records and sought to obstruct the government’s probe by concealing some of them from the FBI.
Trump’s attorneys in a filing late on Wednesday downplayed the government’s concerns about the discovery of classified material inside his
home, and accused the Justice Department of escalating the situation
even after he handed over boxes of documents to the National Archives
and allowed FBI agents in June to “come to his home and provide security advice.”
“Simply put, the notion that Presidential records would contain sensitive
information should have never been
A special master is an independent third party sometimes appointed
by a court in sensitive cases to review materials potentially covered by
attorney-client privilege to ensure investigators do not improperly view
them.

An aerial view of former U.S. President Donald Trump’s Mar-a-Lago home after Trump
said that FBI agents raided it, in Palm Beach, Florida, U.S. August 15, 2022. REUTERS/
Marco Bello/File Photo

On Thursday morning, Trump’s newest attorney - former Florida Solicitor General Christopher Kise - added his name to the case, in a possible
sign he could be handling arguments before the court.
In Trump’s initial request to the court, his attorneys claimed that the
former president wanted to protect materials that were subject to a legal
doctrine known as executive privilege, which can shield some presidential communications.
Trump’s legal team later narrowed its request by asking for a privilege
review without explicitly referring to executive privilege - after many
legal experts criticized the argument as illogical.
The Justice Department on Tuesday also echoed those sentiments.
Trump “has no property interest in any presidential records(including

Editor’s Choice
A migrant girl gestures through
the border wall after crossing
the Rio Bravo river to turn
herself in to U.S. Border Patrol
agents to request asylum in
El Paso, Texas, U.S., as seen
from Ciudad Juarez, Mexico,
September 10. REUTERS/Jose
Luis Gonzalez

Flood victims gather to receive food handout in a camp, following rains and
floods during the monsoon season in Sehwan, Pakistan, September 14. REUTERS/Akhtar Soomro

A man runs with looted goods near cars on fire during protests over rising fuel prices and crime
King Charles and his wife Camilla stand for the national anthem as they visit parliament in
as inflation surged to its highest in a decade, in Port-au-Prince, Haiti, September 14. REUWestminster following the death of Queen Elizabeth, September 12. REUTERS/John Sibley/
TERS/Ralph Tedy Erol

Pool

Venezuelan migrants stand
outside St. Andrew’s Church
in Edgartown, Massachusetts,
September 14. A group of immigrants landed on the wealthy
Massachusetts island of Martha’s
Vineyard, part of a campaign
by Republican governors to
shift the immigration burden to
Democratic areas. Ray Ewing/
Vineyard Gazette

Ukraine’s President Volodymyr Zelenskiy attends
a flag rising ceremony in
the town of Izium, recently
liberated by the Ukrainian
Armed Forces during a
counteroffensive operation,
n Kharkiv region, Ukraine,
September 14. Ukrainian
Presidential Press Service
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Covid Crisis On Campus

How Colleges Are Dealing With HighCOVID Case Counts On Campus

Even with all those precautions, Kriz is worried the
high numbers of positive cases on campus could
shut it all down.

Compiled And Edited By John T. Robbins, Southern Daily Editor
resources

Cases of COVID-19 on college campuses are on
the rise across the country. In the first week of spring
semester, the University of Georgia reported nearly
1,000 positive cases, more than any week so far in
the pandemic. At Dartmouth College in New Hampshire, the last 7 days saw 1,196 confirmed cases. At
Penn State University, the positive case count hit a
12-month high.
Cases are spiking on college campuses because, despite the rapid spread of the omicron variant, most
schools are beginning their spring semesters in-person. Just 14% of colleges are beginning the semester
online, according to new data from the College Crisis
Initiative. This time last year, before there were vaccines, about 40% of colleges started online.
“You feel the stress on campus,” says Aisha Ghorashian, a senior at the University of Oregon.
Despite having a student body that is more than 96%
vaccinated, her university logged 960 COVID-19
cases in the first week of January as students returned
to campus. Ghorashian was one of them.
“People, I think, don’t feel safe,” she says. “You see
that double masking and you see those N95s that
I’ve never seen people wear before.”
When NPR spoke with her, she was out of isolation
– sporting a blue surgical mask as she sat in the law
school building, students milling around behind her.
Ghorashian is surprised that things seem to be, for
the most part, business-as-usual. And she’s not the
only one.
“Across the board, the faculty, staff and students
were shocked that we decided not to be online,”
Ghorashian says, “Even though the data showed that
there is going to be a surge.”

Rising case counts puts pressure on campus

In the past two years, colleges have worked nonstop to adapt to the pandemic and return to in-person classes safely. By the fall of 2021, more than
1,100 campuses required vaccines and many more
instituted indoor masking policies; the collective
sense among schools was they’d cracked the code
of living with COVID-19. Plus, colleges are some
of the most vaccinated places in the country. By
September 2021, 74% of college students had
received one dose of the vaccine – compared to
54% of the general population in that same month,
according to a study by the COVID States Project.
But still, the omicron variant has taken campuses
by storm.
“It’s a crisis,” says Gerri Taylor, co-leader of the
COVID Task Force for the American College
Health Association. “I think the numbers we’re
hearing about are, at this point, underreported.”
Taylor says the biggest worry for colleges is their
capacity to handle “rapidly increasing” case numbers.
“In trying to isolate [students], they need resources
in terms of housing, staffing to track them,” says
Taylor. “They need staff to test them and to record
all that ... to have a sense of how many kids on
campus are sick.”
You feel the stress on campus ... people, I think,
don’t feel safe ... you see that double masking
and you see those N95s that I’ve never seen
people wear before.
A big part of Taylor’s job is to work with health
directors on campus to coordinate their COVID
response. One campus director recently told her: “
‘We have never, through even this entire pandemic, been in a situation as difficult as this one right
now in January of 2022.’ “
Colleges are deploying emergency measures
as they scramble to deal with the surge in cases.
Some schools are using hotels to house students
who test positive. At California Polytechnic State
University, students who test positive are offered
a $400 gift card to the campus store if they move
home to isolate.
Students are in limbo as they anxiously watch
case counts go up
For students, there’s a lot of uncertainty around
how this semester will pan out. Senior Sophia
Kriz is back on campus at Dartmouth College.
The school is requiring all students to get a booster
shot by the end of this month. It also implemented
weekly testing and moved most of the social activities online, although classes remain in-person.

“It sort of feels like we’re in a state of limbo,” she
says, “We’re all on campus, but you know, we’re
all just sort of waiting to hear...how things are going...”
Kriz is in the middle of planning rush for her sorority. They know the first round of recruitment events
will be virtual, but beyond that, it’s all up in the air.
So, they’re planning for two alternate universes –
one where their social life stays virtual, and one
where omicron eases up. For Kriz, a lot of things in
the near future are laced with that same uncertainty.
As she dives into her final semester of college, Kriz
is just glad to be on campus and getting as close to
a typical senior year as possible.
“All I can do from there is just hope that, you
know, things get a little more normal,” she says.
(Courtesy npr.org)
Related
Colleges with high vaccination rates must
now decide if they’ll require boosters
This week, Wesleyan University in Connecticut
held its first booster vaccine clinic on campus. CJ
Joseph, a first-year student still figuring out what to
major in, wasted no time signing up.
“I was like, ‘Heck, yes, I will be the first person
to get it’ “ says Joseph, who was one of the first
students to get the shot at Wednesday’s clinic at
Beckham Hall.
Convenience was a major selling point. “I have a
lot of work to do,” Joseph explains. “Being able
to walk like a good four minutes just to get my
COVID vaccine made it so much easier for me
and I didn’t have to spend money to get an Uber to
go over to Walgreens or to CVS.”
The liberal arts campus, which serves about 3,000
students, will require COVID-19 booster shots for
those on campus this spring. It is one of the first
colleges to do so.
A nurse administers a dose
of the Pfizer
COVID-19
vaccine during
a City of Long
Beach Public
Health mobile vaccination clinic at the California
State University, Long Beach campus. Patrick T.
Fallon/AFP via Getty Images
“There’s no good reason to hesitate,” says Michael

Roth, the president of Wesleyan University. “Some
people don’t like to be first. But in this case, being
first for public health doesn’t seem to be a particularly risky place to be.”
More than 1,000 colleges across the country required COVID-19 vaccines for students and staff
this year, according to data from the Chronicle of
Higher Education.
With the CDC recommendation that all adults get
booster shots, colleges now must weigh how to incorporate the additional dose into their pandemic
response plans.
For now, many schools are simply encouraging
students and staff to get the extra dose. Among
them are Duke University, an early adopter of
a campus vaccine mandate last spring. Rutgers,
largely cited as the first U.S. university to require
COVID-19 vaccinations, issued a statement saying
“we have no impending plans to require boosters
for any community member.” But administrators
are encouraging “everyone to take advantage of
booster shots as a way of increasing their personal
protection against the virus.”

For one small college, a booster requirement
was an easy decision
At Wesleyan, Roth says there were some colleagues who questioned making it a requirement,
insisting that compliance would be high anyway
among a student population that was already nearly all vaccinated. He says requiring the booster
makes it a social norm rather than an individual
decision.
“The majority of our people would have gotten the
booster without the encouragement,” he says, “but
we want to get the rate up as high as possible.”
He points to other vaccine requirements on the
college campus, like meningitis and measles,
mumps and rubella, noting that much of the ambivalence he sees comes from the politicization of
the COVID-19 vaccine. “It just seemed like our
obligation,” he says.
Joseph, who is at high risk due to asthma, is grateful for that clear message.
“I really appreciate the fact that it is required that
we get our booster shots,” Joseph says, “because
I feel like there are people who kind of view next
step shots as a ‘Oh, whatever. I don’t really have
to get it.’ “
The mandate, Joseph says, plus the ease of access,
makes the campus feel safer.
About an hour after Joseph got the booster, Hallie
Sternberg, a junior studying history and French,
waited in line to get hers. She saw friends in line;
she caught up with them to talk about Thanksgiving break and the upcoming needle they were

bracing for.

“People are excited and ready to have it over with,”
she said after she’d gotten the shot. “Everyone’s
like, ‘I’m just going to manifest that I will not be
sick [with side effects] because we don’t have time.
We have finals.’ I have presentations next week
and papers to do the week after that, so I’m just
trying to get it out of the way.”
Will more campuses require a booster shot?
One question that colleges and universities still
need to answer is, will the CDC update the definition of what “fully vaccinated” means, given that
boosters are now encouraged for all adults? “Fully vaccinated, that term is extremely important to
determine what that means for the community,”
explains Gerri Taylor, co-chair of the American
College Health Association’s COVID-19 task
force. “If, in fact, the CDC says that fully vaccinated means having a booster within six months of
getting your vaccine, as an example, then the colleges may put that into their requirements.”
Her organization will issue guidance to colleges
once that happens, but in the meantime, she recommends that colleges set up booster clinics on
campus and encourage their communities to get
an extra shot.
“Colleges are well prepared to do boosters,” she
says. They “have a captive population, and the
stakes are there: We want students to be back in
school and we’ve heard that over and over from
the American Academy of Pediatrics and from
students.”

She points to two complicating factors: staffing
and timing. A recent survey by the American College Health Association found the top two concerns for college health centers were staffing and
burnout, because of the intensity and the duration
of the pandemic.
When it comes to timing, there’s not much left of
the fall semester before finals and winter break.
“Timing is so critical and has been throughout this
pandemic,” says Taylor. “So, do you start a booster
clinic now? Or do you do it in January or February
when students return for this spring semester?”
Those, she says, are decisions colleges are making
right now. (courtesy npr.org)

COMMUNITY
2,120 Hate Incidents Against Asian Americans
Reported During Coronavirus Pandemic

Coronavirus: What Do Attacks On
Asians Tell About American Identity?

Wednesday.”
Though she was not born in the US, nothing
about Tracy Wen Liu’s life in the country
felt “un-American”. Ms Liu went to football
games, watched Sex and the City and volunteered at food banks. Before the Covid-19
pandemic, the 31-year-old didn’t think
anything of being East Asian and living in
Austin, Texas. “Honestly, I didn’t really think
I stood out a lot,” she says.
That has changed. With the outbreak of the
pandemic that has killed around 100,000
people in the US, being Asian in America
can make you a target - and many, including
Ms Liu, have felt it. In her case, she says a
Korean friend was pushed and yelled at by
several people in a grocery store, and then
asked to leave, simply because she was Asian
and wore a mask.

Attacks on East Asian people living in the US have shot up during the pandemic,
revealing an uncomfortable truth about American identity. (Photo/ Getty Images)

Compiled And Edited By John T. Robbins, Southern Daily Editor
More than 2,100 anti-Asian American
hate incidents related to COVID-19 were
reported across the country over a threemonth time span between March and June,
according to advocacy groups that compile the data. The incidents include physical attacks, verbal assaults, workplace
discrimination and online harassment.

Action launched a hate incident reporting
website on March 19 when the coronavirus was becoming widespread across the
U.S. and the media began reporting violent incidents targeting Asian-Americans.
The online tool is available in multiple
languages and allows users to report the
information with the promise that personal
On Wednesday, the advocacy groups
released an analysis of the incidents
reported through June 18 in California,
where about 40 percent of the 2,120 hate
incidents took place. The groups released
the national data to CBS News after an
inquiry.
Of the 832 incidents reported in California, many included anti-Asian slurs and

references to China and the coronavirus.
One assailant yelled about “bringing that
Chinese virus over here” during an attack
against an Asian-American man at a San
Francisco hardware store on May 6.

The assailant reportedly also said “Go
back to China,” “F---- you, Chinaman”
and “F--- you, you monkey.” In another San Francisco incident on June 9,
someone threw a glass bottle at a woman
putting her child in a car seat and yelled,
“Go home Ch---k.” And in Santa Clara
on June 16, a man kicked a woman’s dog
and then spat at her, saying, “Take your
disease that’s ruining our country and go
home.”
“These are real people just living their
lives and encountering this kind of hate,”
said Cynthia Choi, the co-executive direc-

Members of the Asian American Commission gather in Massachusetts to condemn
racism. (Photo/Getty Images)
In states including New York, California,
and Texas, East Asians have been spat on,
punched or kicked - and in one case even
stabbed. Whether they have been faced with
outright violence, bullying or more insidious
forms of social or political abuse, a spike in
anti-Asian prejudice has left many Asians which in the US refers to people of east or
southeast Asian descent - wondering where

goal was to adapt to American culture as
soon as possible,” says Ms Liu. “Then the
pandemic made me realise that because I
am Asian, and because of how I look like or
where I was born, I could never become one
of them.”201
After her friend’s supermarket altercation,
New York City and Los Angeles say that hate
incidents against people of Asian descent
have increased, while a reporting centre run

by advocacy groups and San Francisco
State University says it received over 1,700
reports of coronavirus-related discrimination from at least 45 US states since it
launched in March. Police in at least 13
states, including Texas, Washington, New
Jersey, Minnesota and New Mexico, have
also responded to reported hate incidents.
Critics say those at the very top have made
things worse - both President Donald
Trump, and Democratic hopeful Joe Biden
have been accused of fuelling anti-Asian
sentiment to varying degrees with language
they’ve used while talking about China’s
role in the outbreak.
And for many Asian Americans, it can feel
as though, in addition to being targeted, their identity as Americans is being
attacked.

Statistics on Anti-Asian incidents in the US:

One third of people surveyed said they had
witnessed someone blaming Asian people
for the pandemic; 1,710 incidents reported
to STOP AAPI HATE - 15% of those cases
involved physical assault or being coughed
on or spat at; More than 100 individual incidents reported in the media; 133 incidents
of anti-Asian discrimination recorded by
the New York City Commission on Human
Rights - compared to 11 in the same period
last year. The commission has intervened in
91 cases; 14 Asian-bias hate crimes investigated by police in New York.

More than 100 alleged hate incidents
reported to civic groups and police departments in Los Angeles
Six reports of bias incidents reported to
police in Seattle
There has been a surge in anti-Asian hate on
extremist web communities
Sources: Ipsos, STOP AAPI HATE, New

York City Commission on Human Rights,
New York City Police, Los Angeles County
Commission on Human Rights, Seattle Police, Network Contagion Research Institute,
BBC research
Some Asians have also reported being
refused service from hotel rooms, or Uber
rides, as a result of their ethnicity.
Matt (not his real name), a Chinese American emergency room doctor in Connecticut,
noticed that several patients asked to be
admitted to hospital because they said an
Asian person had coughed near them. He
experienced what appeared to be anti-Asian
bias more personally, when he tried to treat
a patient thought to have Covid-19.
“I had my protective equipment on, walked
in and introduced myself. Once they heard
my surname, they were like ‘don’t touch
me, can I see someone else - can you just
not come close to me’.”
Many other minorities face more “overt
types of discrimination which are worse”,
Matt says - but he fears that incidents such
as what he experienced would be demoralising for medical workers.
“This is a pretty stressful time - we’re working a lot more, wearing very uncomfortable
equipment all the time, and a lot of us are
getting exposed to Covid-19.” (Courtesy
https://www.bbc.com/)

